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STUDY NOTES FOR SSC & STATE LEVEL EXAMS

CODING-DECODING
 What are Codes?
 Coding is a system of signals. This is 

a method of transmitting information 
in the form of codes or signals without 
it being known by a third person. 
The person who transmits the signal, 
is called the sender and the person 
who receives it, is called the receiver. 
Transmitted signals are decoded on 
the other side by the receiver—this is 
known as decoding.

 In questions on codes, a word (basic 
word) is coded in a particular way and 
the candidates are asked to code other 
words in the same way. The coding 
and decoding tests are set up to judge 
the candidate’s ability to decipher the 
rule that has been followed to code a 
particular word/message and break the 
code to decipher the message.

Quick Laws of the English Alphabet
1.  By using ‘EJOTY’ formula, we can 

easily remember the position of letters 
of English Alphabet.

 5  10  15  20  25 
 E J O T Y
 Illustration If M = 13, then KITE = ?
 Solution. By using ‘EJOTY’ formula
 11      9    20   5
  K       I      T    E 
 ⇒ 11 + 9 + 20 + 5 = 45
2.  If the sum of two letters is 27, then 

both letters are opposite of each other. 
 Illustration In a certain code, ‘LAKE’ 

is written as ‘OZPV. How will ‘BACK’ 
be written in that same code?

 Solution. As, 

 Similarly, 

 Various Code-decode types-
 Following are the categories/types of 

questions which are generally asked in 
various examinations:

 Type 1 Letter Coding
 In this section, we are going to deal 

with types of questions in which the 
letters of a word are replaced by certain 
other letters according to a specific 
pattern/rule to form a code. You are 
required to detect the coding pattern/
rule, and answer the question(s) that 
follow, based on that coding pattern/
rule.

 Illustration 1 In a certain code 
language, ‘PICTURE’ is written 
as ‘QHDSVQF’. How would 
‘BROWSER’ be written in that same 
code? 

 (A) CQVVTDS  (B) CQPVTDS  
 (C) CQPUTDS  (D) CQVPPDS  
 Solution, (B), Clearly, the letters 

in the word ‘PICTURE’ are moved 
alternately one step forward and 
one step backward to obtain the 
letters of the code. Thus, we have 
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 Illustration 2 If in a certain code 
language, ‘ITNIETAM’ is code 
for ‘INTIMATE’, then which of 
the following words has the code 
‘TREVNIETARBI’?

 (A) INVRETIBRATE 
 (B) INVERTIBARTE
 (C) INVERTIBRETA
 (D) INVERTIBRATE 
 Solution. (D), The letters of the first 

half and the latter half of the code are 
separately reversed to obtain the word. 
Thus, we have                 

Similarly,

             
 
 Illustration 3 In a certain code 

language ‘GIVE’ is written as ‘VIEG’ 

and ‘OVER’ is written as ‘EVRO’. 
How will ‘DISK’ be written in that 
same code ?

 (A) SIDK (B) KISD
 (C) KDSI (D) SIKD  
 Solutions : (D), Here

               
 Illustration 4 In a certain code 

language ‘PRISM’ is written as 
‘OSHTL’ and ‘RUBLE’ is written as 
‘QVAMD’. How will ‘WHORL’ be 
written in that same code ?

 (A) VINSK (B) VHSNK
 (C) SRNIV  (D) SKINV 
 Solution (A) Here

 
Similarly,

              
 Illustration 5 In a certain code 

language, ‘BAT is written YZG’. How 
will ‘SICK’ be written in that same 
code?

 (A) HRYV  (B) HRZP
  (C) HRXP  (D) RHPX   
 Solution. (C), As,
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 Note Each letter is coded in way it is 

shown.
 Type 2: Direct Letter Coding
 In direct letter coding system, the code 

letters occur in the same sequence as 
the corresponding letters occur in the 
words. This is basically a substitution 
method.

 Illustration 6 In a certain code 
language, ‘STARK’ is written as 
‘LBFMG’ and ‘MOBILE’ is written 
as TNRSPJ’. How will ‘BLAME’ be 
written in that same code?

 (A) TSFRJ  (B) RPFTJ 
 (C) NJFTP  (D) TSFGJ   
 Solution. (B), Using direct letter 

coding method
                  

 
       Similarly, 

 
 Illustration 7 In a coding system, 

‘SHEEP’ is written as ‘GAXXR’ 
and ‘BLEAT’ as ‘HPXTN’. How 
can ‘SLATE’ be written in that same 

coding system? 
 (A) GPTNX  (B) GPTXN 
 (C) GPXNT  (D) PTGXN   
 Solution. (A), In both the words 

‘SHEEP’ and ‘BLEAT’, the letter E is 
common and code for E is substituted 
X. Hence, using direct letter coding 
method, we have

 
 
 Similarly, 

 
 Type 3: Number/Symbol Coding
 In these types of questions, either 

numerical code values are assigned to 
a word or alphabetical code letters are 
assigned to the numbers.

 Illustration 8 ‘WORK’ is coded as 
‘4-12-9-16’, then how will you code 
‘WOMAN’?

 (A) 4-12-14-26-13 
 (B) 4-26-14-13-12 
 (C) 23-12-26-14-13 
 (D) 23-15-13-1-14   

Solution. (A), Here, we have

 

 Here, each letter is coded by the 
numerical obtained by subtracting its 
‘position value’ in English alphabet, 
from 27, eg, W, O, M, A, N are 23rd, 
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15th, 13th, 1st and 14th letters. So, 
their codes are (27-23), (27-15), (27-
13), (27-1), (27-14), ie, 4, 12, 14, 26, 
13 respectively.

 Illustration 9 If ‘RAJU’ is coded as 
11-12-13-14 and ‘JUNK’ is written as 
13-14-10-9, then how will you code 
‘RANK’?

 (A) 9-10-11-12  (B) 10-11-12-9  

 (C) 11-12-10-9  (D) 12-11-10-9  

 Solution. (C), Here, we have

  and 

 Similarly, 

 

 Here, each letter is assigned a specific 
value.

 Type 4: Deciphering Message Word 
Codes/Numeral Codes

 To analyse such codes, any two 
messages bearing a common word/
numeral are picked up. The common 
code word/numeral will thus represent 
that word/code. Proceeding similarly 
by picking up all possible combinations 
of two, the entire message can be 
decoded and the codes for individual 
word/numeral be found. 
Illustration 10 In a certain code 
language, ‘it pit sit’ means ‘lam boy’, 
‘it nit sit’ means ‘I am girl’, which of 
the following means ‘girl’?

 (A) it  (B) pit 

 (C) sit  (D) nit  

 Solution. (D), We have,

 

 Here, ‘it sit” is common in both the 
messages and ‘I am’ is common in 
both codes. Hence, code for girl will 
be ‘nit’.

 Illustration 11 In a certain code 
language, ‘786’ means ‘study very 
hard’, ‘958’ means ‘hard work pays’ 
and ‘645’ means ‘study and work’. 
Which of the following is the code for 
‘very’?

 (A) 8 

 (B) 6 

 (C) 7 

 (D) Cannot be determined 

 Solution. (C), In the first and second 
statements, the common code digit is 
‘8’ and the common word is ‘hard’. 
So, ‘8’ means ‘hard’. In the first and 
third statements, the common code 
digit is ‘6’ and the common word is 
‘study’. So, ‘6’ means ‘study’

 

 From eq. (i) and (ii), 8 → hard

 From eq. (i) and (iii), 6 → study

   Hence, very → 7.
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EXERCISE

Q.1.  In a certain code 'SAPLING' is written 
as 'UKZNMRI'. How will 'GLACIER' 
be written as.

 (A) IZOEVRT   
(B) ZOIEVRT  

 (C) INCEKGT   
(D) ZOEIRVT

Q.2.  If in a certain code language, ‘FRIEND’ 
is written as ‘ETKDPF’, then how will 
‘REVEAL’ be coded in that language? 

 (A) LAEVER   
(B) VERQLM  

 (C) QXGCDN               
(D) QGXDCN  

Q.3.  In a certain code NOTE is written as 
MLGV, how will ROAD be written in 
the same code?

 (A) IZLW   
(B) ILZW 

 (C) IWLZ  
(D) LIZW  

Q.4.  If in a certain code language 
ADVENTURE is written as 
BFYISZBZN then what will be code 
for COUNTRY in the same language?

 (A) DPVOUSZ  
(B) DQXRYXF 

 (C) EQWPVTA  
(D) BNTMSQX 

Q.5. If CARING is code as EDVGKC and 
SHARES is coded as UKEPBO how 
will CASKET be coded as in the same 
code?

 (A) EDWIAP   
(B) EDWPAI  

 (C) EDWIBP  
(D) EDWIBQ 

Q.6.  If in a code language MATCH is 
written as NCWGM then how will 
MMQAWIHC be coded as?

 (A) NOTEBOOK
 (B) NOTEBOKE 
 (C) NOTEBOPE 
 (D) MOKEBOOT
Q.7. In a code language READER is written 

as REDAER then in the same code 
language how will PRIMER be written?

 (A) REMIRP 
 (B) PRMIER 
 (C) REPRIM
 (D) PRMIRP
Q.8. If STAMPEDE is written as 

PESTAMDE then how will 
TAMPERED be?

 (A) RETAMPDE 
 (B) ERTAMPDE 
 (C) ERTAMPED 
 (D) RETAMPED
Q.9. In a certain code language MENTION 

is written as LNEITNO then how will 
PATTERN be written in the same 
language?

 (A) OTAETNR (B) PTAENTR 
(C) APTTREN (D) APTAETNR

Q.10. In a certain code language OPERATION 
is written as EPOTARNOI then which 
of the following is the same in that 
language for ORPSECSES?

 (A) PORCESESS 
 (B) PROCESSES 
 (C) POSSESORC 
 (D) PROSSESC
Q.11. If SEASONAL is written as ESSANOLA 

then in same code language then how 
will SAPARATE  be written?
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 (A) SEAPARET 

 (B) ESPARATE 

 (C) ESPAARTE 

 (D) ESAPARET

Q.12. If ‘EARTH’ is coded as ‘QPMZS’ 
then in same code language how will be 
‘HEART’ coded?

 (A) SQMPZ 

 (B) SQPMZ 

 (C) SMZ 

 (D) SPQZM

Q.13. If ‘PORTER’ word is coded as 
‘MBNZQN’ then how will REPORT’ 
be coded?

 (A) NQMBNZ 

 (B) NQBMNZ 

 (C) NBQMNZ 

 (D) NQMNBZ

Q.14. In a code language CONSCIOUSLY is 
written as PEBNPJEXNKM then how 
will SOIL be written? Find from given 
options.

 (A) NEKJ

 (B) NEJK 

 (C) JENK 

 (D) ENJK

Q.15. If in a certain code language PARENT is 
written as BDFGJK and CHILDREN 
is written as MOXQUFGJ then how 
will REPRINT be written in same 
language?

 (A) FGBFXGD 

 (B) BGBFXJK 

 (C) FGBUXJK 

 (D) FGBFXJK

Q.16. If BOMBAY is coded as FSQFEC in 
a certain code language then how will 
QCWSVI be coded for which of the 
following words?

 (A) MANDYA 
 (B) MANDAL
 (C) MYSORE 
 (D) MYSOER
Q.17. If FAITH is written as KELVI then how 

will CLOUD be written?

 (A) HEWRP 

 (B) HPERW 

 (C) HPRWE

 (D) HPWRE

Q.18. If MIND is coded as KGLB and 
ARGUE is coded as YPESC in a code 
language then how will DIAGRAM be 
coded as?

 (A) GLPEYKB 

 (B) BGYEPYK 

 (C) LKBGYPK

 (D) BLGPMIT

Q.19. If HONESTY is written as ABCXZDQ 
then in same code language how will 
TONY be written?

 (A) DBCQ

 (B) QDCX 

 (C) CBXZ

 (D) CQDC

Q.20. If ‘PAPER’ word is written as ‘OZODQ’ 
then in same code language how will 
‘PENCIL’ be written?

 (A) QFODJM 

 (B) OFOBHM 

 (C) ODMDJM 

 (D) ODMBHK
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              ANSWER
Q.1.(A)  

 

S   A  P  L   I   N   G

U  K  Z   N   M   R    I
+2 +2 +2

 Similarly,

 

G   L  A  C    I   E   R

I   Z    O  E   V   R    T

+2 +2 +2

Q.2.(D) As,  

 
 Similarly, 

 
Q.3.(B) N  O  T  E    M L G V
 Similarly ROAD- ILZW Opp
Q.4.(B) 

 
 Similarly,

 

 Therefore COUNTRY → DQXRYXF
Q.5.(C) 

 

C A R I N G E D V G K C
+2
+3
+4
-2
-3
-4

 

S H A R E S U K E P B O
+2
+3
+4
-2
-3
-4

 

C A S K E T E D W I B P
+2
+3
+4
-2
-3
-4

 
Q.6.(A) 

 
 So

 

M M Q A W I H C

 
 Therefore OQWIGUVS → 

NOTEBOOK 
Q.7.(B)  READER → REDAER
 In the above language the 3 and 4 letter 

interchange their places.
 Similarly PRIMER → PRMIER
Q.8.(C) As
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 Similarly,

 
 As 5 and 6 letter of STAMPEDE 

have been placed at 1 and 2 place 
respectively. In the same way the 5 and 
6 letter of TAMPERED will be placed 
at 1 and 2 place in the code language.

Q.9.(A) As,

 
 Similarly,

 
Q.10.(B) As,

 
 Similarly,

 
 so PROCESSES will be written as 

ORPSECSES
Q.11.(D) As,

 
 Similarly,

 
Q.12.(B) The code of EARTH is as follows.

 
 ∴ putting the codes of HEART.

 
 Therefore the code of HEART will be 

SQPMZ
Q.13.(A) As,

 

 ∴ The code of HEART will be 
NQMBNZ 

Q.14.(B) Taking the codes of SOIL from the 
given word CONSCIOUSLY.

 
 so the code of SOIL will be NEJK 
Q.15.(D)  The code of PATENT is

 
 The code of CHILDREN is 

 
 so the code of REPRINT will be 

FGBFXJK
Q.16.(C) 

 
 Similarly,

 
 so QCWSVI = MYSORE 
Q.17.(C) As,

 
 Similarly,
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Q.18.(B) The codes of the words in the question 

are as follows.

 
 and

 
 Comparing the above code relations 

for the required letters the code of 
DIAGRAM will be as below.

 
 
Q.19.(A) 

 
 so TONY = DBCQ 
Q.20.(D) As

 
 so PENCIL → ODMBHK
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